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The word iconic is over-used, but these performances surely merit it. Bartok is, with Liszt, 
the greatest of Hungarian composers and at a time when his Piano Concerti were still 
considered immensely challenging by a lot of music-lovers and little recorded, Deutsche 



Grammophon did the musical world a huge favour by recording these well-nigh definitive 
performances  by two of his fellow countrymen, 

At the start of the First Concerto one hears rhythmic definition, ferocious attack, a fluid 
approach to tempo and beautifully judged rubato, all contained within an authentic 
Hungarian voice. The eerie Beethoven Fifth like opening of the Andante sounds 
improvisatory in Anda’s hands and the last movement’s fugato coda is tersely handled. The 
second side features the early Rhapsody for Orchestra – an overlong work that has 
languished in well-deserved obscurity - in a colourful, committed performance 

In the Second Concerto Bartok creates a startlingly aggressive sound-world that uses two of 
the composer’s favourite devices; contrasting fast slow sections and the extensive use of 
counterpoint. Here Anda and Fricsay drive home the dissonances, off-beats and very clearly 
differentiate the thematic lines, aren’t afraid to take a very slow tempo in the night-music of 
the Adagios wonderful duet between piano and timpani, play the central section Presto - as 
marked - and launch into a precipitously fast account of the finale where Anda makes the 
music sound positively Lisztian. 

The more relaxed Third Concerto is perhaps the most popular of the three and Anda and 
Fricsay seamlessly capture the shifting moods of the opening rhapsody on two thematic 
groups, take a beautifully measured tempo in the Andantino religioso and dance their way 
through the finale.

So as said, iconic performances which have rarely been equalled and never surpassed. 

Sound 

Balance: 5
Inner balance: 3
Detail and clarity: 3
Dynamic range: 4
    
One doesn’t expect early DGG stereo LPs to have state-of-the-art sound but these discs 
aren’t too bad. First label Alle Hersteller German pressings were used for comparison and 
on both new and old the balance is middle-distance. The piano is – as ever in concerto 
recordings – too prominent, but not outrageously so and no register dominates, although on 
138 708 it does sound better focused and unlike 138 111 lacks that almost indefinable sound
quality found on DGG mono discs. The frequency range is very good although the original 
LPs have a more brilliant top, but lack the weight of the Speakers Corner discs. In an ideal 



world there would be more bass extension, but what there is, is well-defined. This lack of 
bass – and thereby harmonics -  goes some way to explain the thinness of the string sound, 
but to be fair, many recordings from that era suffer from this. 

The balance between the orchestral sections is not ideal on 138 111, in that at forte and 
above the brass are too dominant and swamp the rest of the orchestra and the image depth 
becomes more constricted. In the piano, timpani duet of the slow movement of the Second 
Concerto mentioned above, the drums are centre stage and there is no excess 
reverberation, but when compared with the finest Decca or Mercury sound they seem to float
in a nebulous space which is disconcerting; SLPM  138 708 does however sound more 
natural, the image better ‘planted’. 

Nevertheless on both the sound has plenty of punch and vibrancy which suits these 
magnificent performances down to the ground. With regard to buying new or old, as ever the
chances of finding pristine valve/tube produced German (in the case of DGG the discs need 
to be home-produced to get the best sound) LPs aren’t high, so Speakers Corner it is.     


